
September 17 & 24, 1995

In Attendance: David Axelrod, Ben Blaine, Keven Brough (co-pres), Colin Bryant, Beka Cook-Mack, Adam
Freed, Lindsay Goldman, Greg Giuliano (co-v.p.), Beth Herstine, Stacey Jacobs (co-pres), Aaron Kaliner, Ned
McCracken, Michelle Morreale (co-treas), Kevin Mulhearn (co-sec), Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Sam Pollack
(co-treas), Julie Simon (co-v.p.), Ryan Therrell, Julia de la Torre, Sarah Tresemer, Matt Unterman (co-sec),
Steve Walzer, Ellen Winn.

In Absentia (once): Ben Blaine, Lindsay Goldman, Aaron Kaliner, Julie Simon, Ryan Therrell, Sarah
Tresemer, Matt Unterman, Steve Walzer. (twice): None.

Visitors: None.

THE
STUDENTS'
COUNCIL
IN/MUTES

Announcements...

-Plenary will be held on October 8th at 1:00 pm. Please attend.
'Budgeting will occur on the 26th. If you have any questions, contact Michelle Morreale (658-
9568) or Sam Pollack (645-0565).
"The class of 1997 and 1998 representatives to the Administrative Advisory Committee (AAC) will be
appointed this Sunday. This is a very important committee whose responsibilities include advising on
all of the College's fiscal matters. If you wish to be appointed to the position of MC Rep, then sign up
for an interview on the SC bulletin board (opposite the mailboxes). If you have any questions contact
Greg Giuliano or Julie Simon.
-The Campus Directory has not yet come out due to the fact that nearly 30% of the campus did not turn
in their completed phone-number forms to Robin Doan. She requests that you please do this as soon as
possible if you would like your name in the directory. There is a box in the Deans' Office for the
deposit of these forms.

A moment of silence.

Our Presidents (Keven and Stacey) extended their congratulations to your new dorm reps.

Meet them.. .

Gummere: Adam Freed, Julia de la Torre
Barclay: Lindsay Goldman, Elizabeth Nuss
Jones: Beka Cook-Mack
Lunt: Ellen Winn
Comfort: Beth Herstine
Lloyd: Liz Phillips
Leeds: Ryan Therrell
HCA: David Axelrod, Colin Bryant, Aaron Kaliner, Steve Walzer
BMC: Ned McCracken
Houses: Ben Blaine
Off Campus: Sarah Tresemer



We then discussed our goals for this semester. Many people gave some rough ideas of the things they
would like to accomplish for the semester. Among the goals mentioned were improving the social life
& activities, food, DC basement, radio station, etc. A common theme in many of the goals was the
desire to get Haverford students more focused on the outside world and outside events, or, as Julie said,
"challenging the student body? It was generally agreed that facilitating this effort would be one of
SC's primary goals for the semester.

The job description of the dorm reps' was then discussed. In the past, they have served as messengers
from the students to Maintenance. But now, since Physical Plant has been kind enough to place
maintenance request forms on boards in every dorm, this role will be largely unnecessary.
Therefore, the dorm reps are to collect both dorm and community concerns from the residents of their
respective dorms.

So, after getting to know one another ever so slightly, they reported their initial concerns.. .

"Some concern was raised about the fact that many of the vending machines on-campus were empty.
This is a result of the fact that the Pepsi machines are being removed from campus. In the future the
Coke machines will be operated by the company itself and not through student intermediaries.
•Beka described the plans she has for a non-academic art space. She has been disappointed by the
opportunities afforded to students who were interested in art but are not taking art classes. She hopes
to develop a space and organize weekly sessions. She is currently pursuing the project and as more
information becomes available, it will be communicated to you.
'Concerns about the DC basement were also raised. Its lack of cable, ventilation, and pleasant
atmosphere will be raised and addressed at the next dean's meeting.

Plenary was discussed. It will be Sunday, October 8 at 1:00 pm. Resolutions should be appearing on
the comment board soon, where you will be able, if you desire, to contribute one of the necessary 75
signatures.

Greg began a discussion of our community's relationship with the outside community. Members of SC
felt that by either increasing the presence of members of the surrounding community on our campus
or by increasing our presence in the outside community, we could both lessen our sense of existential
isolation and improve our relations with the outside world. This discussion will be pursued at our
next meeting.

Julie has suggested that, in an effort to foster political activism on the Haverford campus, Friday at
Five should be revived. Friday at Five was structured to present an issue to the campus (at the DC, on
Friday) and to provide the materials for members of the community to write to their elected officials
about the issue. Most members were amenable to this idea, but since a few members were not in favor
and, owing to the holidays, Julie was unable to attend the meeting, a final decision on the Friday at Five
revival has been put off until our next meetings. Contact your representative if you have any
questions or comments about this or any other issue.

SC members were appointed to positions.. 
JSAAPP representatives: David Axelrod, Adam Freed
Security liaison: Ned McCraken
Ride Board minder: Liz Phillips
Food Committee representatives: Bekah Cook-Mack, Beth Herstine

Consensus was reached on the following Appointments.. . 
Educational Policy Committee (EPC): Christian Pistilli
Weekly Guide Publisher: Jaime Spector

Mother moment of silence.



THE
STUDENTS'
COUNCIL
MINUTES

October 1, 1995

In Attendance  : David Axelrod, Ben Blaine, Keven Brough (co-pres), Colin Bryant, Beka Cook-Mack, Undsay Goldman,

Greg Giuliano (co-v.p.), Beth Herstine, Stacey Jacobs (co-pres), Ned McCracken, Michelle Morreale (co-treas), Kevin
Mulheam (co-sec), Elizabeth Nuss, Sam Pollack (co-treas), Julie Simon (co-v.p.), Ryan Therrell, Julia de la Torre,
Sarah Tresemer, Matt Unterman (co-sec), Ellen Winn.

In Absentia  : Adam Freed, Aaron Kaliner, Liz Phillips, Steve Walzer.

Visitors  : Mat Kendal, Erin Mialky, Josh Miller, Christian Pistilli, Eric Schneider.

Announcements.. .

Plenary is this Sunday, October 8th, at 1:00 pm.

SC has formulated a letter to be sent to the Presidents and Students' Councils of Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore addressing recent events on the Tri-College campuses at which Haverford students were
not provided equal access. We will be mailing this note on Tuesday, October 10. If you wish to
provide your input on this letter, please do so by Sunday, October 8. A copy has been placed on the
comment board.

A moment of silence.

Josh Miller and Christian Pistilli dropped in for a visit. They are the student representatives to the
Educational Policy Committee (EPC), which is the College's central decision making committee on educationql
issues. They talked with us about the three Plenary resolutions that are applicable to EPC:

•Shopping Period: Many faculty members find the transience of the members of their classes during the
shopping period (also known as the add period) inhibiting to their abilities to begin their classes as strongly as
possible. However, as students enjoy this period, a compromise was decided upon last Spring and will go into
effect second semester. The add period will be shortened to one week and the drop period will be shortened to
two weeks. To facilitate sound decisions in a shorter amount of time, syllabi will be made available on the
World Wide Web for all courses.

•Pass/Fail: Josh and Christian stressed that the current practice of requiring an advisor's signature in order
for any student to declare a course as pass/fail resulted from a discussion that the faculty had on the students'
use of the pass/fail option. Some faculty members were strongly opposed to the students' taking pass/fail
classes for the sole purpose of lightening their work loads. Other members of the faculty, however, felt very
strongly about providing the pass/fail option for those students that desire to use it for its correct purpose,
exploring unfamiliar subjects without the worry of receiving an unsatisfactory grade. Therefore, the current
policy for declaration of a course as pass/fail is a compromise in which a student must express to his/her
advisor the reason(s) for which he/she wishes to declare a class pass/fail, thereby making a case for obtaining
the advisor's signature.

•Social Justice Resolution: EPC is currently discussing changes in the implementation of the Social Justice
Requirement. The goal of these changes would be both to offer more courses that would satisfy this
requirement, enabling students to more easily satisfy it, and to strengthen the academically strengthen it.



Mat Kendal and Erin Mialky stopped by in their capacity as student chairs of 8th Dimension, an on-campus
organization that coordinates community service projects such as tutoring, Housing Improvement Project
(HIP), and Street Outreach. The SC Dorm Reps will be assisting 8th Dimension in planning its dorm work-
days. We also discussed the possibility of SC having its own work-day.

The Presidents Reported.. .
•The Video Library will be functional within the week. Please watch for signs. Thank you to Ryan for his work
on this project.
•New maps of the Campus are being distributed by your dorm rep. Please see him/her if you would like to
obtain a crisp, color, campus map.
•Safety Whistles have been successfully distributed to the Freshman class.
•SC will be formulating a new Posting Policy, as the old policy is outdated and lacks efficiency.

We reached consensus that, in an effort to foster political activism on the Haverford campus, SC would
facilitate the Friday Five during the 95-96 school year. The Friday Five, as in the past, will be structured to
present an issue to the campus (at the DC during lunch on Friday) and to provide the materials for members of
the community to write to their elected officials about the issue. Please contact Julie (645-0726) with your
suggestions on possible topics of discussion and writing.

Another moment of silence.



October 29, 1995

THE
STUDENTS'
COUNCIL
MINUTES

In Attendance: Ben Blain, Keven .Brough (co-pres), Beka Cook-Mack, Adam Freed, Beth Herstine, Stacey Jacobs (co-pres),
Aaron Kaliner, Ned McCracken, Michelle Morreale (co-treas), Kevin Mulheam (co-sec), Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Ryan
Therrell, Julia de la Torre, Sarah Tresemer, Matt Unterman (co-sec), Ellen Winn.

In Absentia: David Axelrod, Colin Bryant, Lindsay Goldman, Greg Giuliano (co-v.p.), Sam Pollack (co-treas), Julie Simon (co-
v.p.), Steve Walzer.

Visitors: None.

Announcements.. .

Security has received an anonymous report of an attempted robbery and attempted sexual assault of a
woman who is not a member of the Haverford Community. This incident occurred while she was walking
in a wooded area near HCA on Sunday morning, October 29, at approximately 9am. Two men came up
behind her, demanded money, and attempted to sexually abuse her. She described them as both being
white, between the ages of 18 and 40, about 6 feet tall, stocky in build, wearing jeans, one with a
baseball cap and the other with brown hair. Security requests that anyone who may have been a witness
to this incident call Safety and Security at 896-1111 and speak with Captain Nora Nelle. Security also
urges all to use caution at all times and to report any suspicious behavior to Security immediately.

The Security phones located at the major entrances of all dorms (excluding HCA) can now call any
number on campus. This can be done by first dialing a '9' and then the seven-digit number. Please use
these phones to obtain entry into the dorms when the doors are locked.

SC will be holding a coffee house every Wednesday night at 10pm in the Basement of the Dining Center.
Look for signs advertising performers and entertainment.

Screw Your Roommate is Friday, November 3rd, in Founders Great Hall from 9pm to lam. Attire will
be semi-formal.

A temporary basketball hoop has been placed in the South Parking Lot for your athletic enjoyment.

The Staff Association is holding a 5K walk/jog and would like to extend an invitation to the students to
participate. There is a registration fee of $8, for which a t-shirt and entrance number are obtained.
Half of the proceeds will benefit the Ronald McDonald house; the other half will go to the Staff
Association. Students can register by using the sign-up sheet in the dining center or by calling Donna
Murphy at 896-1483.

A moment of silence.

SC is writing a letter to EPC, which will express the student body's concerns that were raised at
Plenary. It is our hope that the students' assessment of the current pass/fail system will heard and
utilized to construct a system that is more in tune with both the faculty's and the students' concerns.

The Posting Policy was not discussed this week. We will instead talk about it at next week's meeting,
after a few members of SC meet to discuss campus communication and alternate means of advertising on
the Haverford Campus.



Representatives voiced some concerns.. .
•Aaron inquired about the status of his letter regarding open admission to events in the Tri-College
community. Keven and Stacey said that no replies have been received to the letters sent to the
Swarthmore and Bryn Mawr student associations.
•A few representatives expressed some Security concerns; particularly the speed with which their
vehicles ride around the campus.

Appointments were made.. .
JSAAPP '96 Representative: Karen Kingsbury ('96)
Distinguished Visitors: Timothy Harker ('99)
Committee on Investment and Social Responsibility: Adam Wood ('99)

Another moment of silence.

No



February 18, 1996 TOS
Present: David Axelrod, Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Doster Esh, Nihal Fayad,
Jeremy Frank, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman, Lindsay Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine,
Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Jon McCandish, Brendan McNulty, Michael Mueller, Elizabeth Nuss, Liz
Phillips, Matt Schneiderman, Ryan Therrell

Not present: N/A

The Minutes
We started out the brand new semester of Students' Council fun with introductions and
congratulations and some atomic fire balls. Ryan had a name game, so now we're all on
familiar terms.

Jumping right into activity, Jeremy asked to have his constituency clarified. As the Houses Rep,
Jeremy represents Cadbury, 710 College Avenue, Drinker, La,Casa Hispanica, Ira DeA. Reid,
and Yarnall

Ryan explained the packets each Rep received, including the Dorm Rep Contact Sheet. These
phone number lists include many of the numbers you might need sometime in the course of the
year, and they're the first thing reps might need to help you with maintenance or campus related
stuff. Don't forget that your reps have this: they can be extremely useful in a pinch.

Next, Reps volunteered to serve on JSAAPP, to act as our Security Liaison, to maintain the
Ride Board, to serve on the Food Committee, and to run our weekly Student Council Coffee
House. When the dust settled....
JSAAPP Members: Jon and Val	 Security Liaison: Natasha
Ride Board: Elizabeth N. 	 Coffee House: Doster, Emily, Nihal
Food Committee: Elizabeth H. and Elizabeth N.

Betsey and Evan explained their committee. The Appointments
Committee meets most every Sunday to... appoint. Everyone from
Haverfest Heads to Representatives to the E.P.C. to Student Members of
the Long-Range Planning Committee are selected when these folks get
together. They also put the table tents up in the DC.

Adam and Brendan explained their committee. The Budgeting
Committee allocates funds to Haverford clubs and groups. They'll be
meeting the weekend of March 3rd to stretch our collective budgets.

Matt explained his committee. The Activities Committee tries to make
fun. This committee's responsibilities include this semester's Sadie
Hawkins Dance.

Everybody signed up for committees.

That's when talk about Plenary got into gear. We discussed what kind of
candy we would like to have hurled at Executive Council, but marshmallow
critters were nixed. Everybody signed up for a place to be during the big
event. There was a bit of giddy silence before we moved on.



We discussed • changes to the Posting Policy and Smoking Policy. These changes are
following these here Minutes.

Dorm Reps voiced Dorm/House/Off-Campus/BMC concerns. Here they are:
Jeremy (Houses): Party spaces suffer extensive damage over the course of a semester. Anyone
seeing problems arise should alert party-throwers or residents.
Nihal: The change machine in Lunt's basement is broken.
Doster: Possibility for HCA social/communal area?

Matt asked all Reps to count their stalls, halls, and walls. Hopefully, in addition to the well-placed
Minutes you're reading now, your Dorm Rep will be posting weekly or otherly announcements on
Student Council mini-boards in highly visible places in your place of living. This will also
be a place to find the contact information for any of us Council-types, to jot down your
ideas/concerns for Students' Council to discuss, and to vote on issues as pressing as TV characters
or places to get a burger.

We finished our first Students' Council Meeting with an extra silent moment.

The Announcements

PLENARY PLENARY PLENARY PLENARY PLENARY
Marshall Auditorium 1:00 p.m. Sunday

No quorum, no Code.

Make sure you stop by the Plenary Resolution Discussion, Thursday night, February
22, in the Sunken Lounge. Ask those burning questions and hear the other side of the story.
Make educated decisions on issues that affect your community and yourself!

Several members of Executive Council met with the staff of the Academic Computing Center
(ACC) to discuss the Volunteer Monitor program. A quick training process can enable you
to keep a computer cluster open beyond its normal operating hours. Any students interested
should see Student Assistant (SA) or contact the ACC staff via e-mail (compctr). The ACC staff is
also working to keep computer clusters manned with SAs for extra hours at those end-of-semester
crunch times.

Budgeting is coming! Campus groups should have received budgeting forms via campus mail
earlier this week. If you need just such a form, they are available outside the Students' Council
Office on the third floor of the Campus Center. Request Forms are due back February 26!
Budgeting will be held the weekend of March 2nd.

And here are the revised versions of the Smoking and Posting Policies. Please check
them out.

Revised Posting Policy
A. Notices may be posted ONLY in the following areas: bulletin boards, doors of residences (DO
NOT cover any windows or glass), residence stairwells and inside bathrooms. Exceptions will
only be allowed in the following cases:

1.Advertisements and announcements that concern the entire student body may be posted
in the Dining Center foyer.
2.Emergency notices, such as class cancellations or breakdowns of the buses, may be

posted where they will be most likely to attract attention.



B. Use tape or thumbtacks; eschew staples.
C.The name of the individual or group posting the notice must appear on the notice itself.
D. After an event takes place, the club or group has 24 hours to remove all postings.
E. Please use your judgment when posting. Do not post over others' postings.
F. In the Dining Center and some academic buildings, bulletin boards have been set aside for
specific types of notices; check the headings before posting.
G. Students' Council maintains a Ride Board, located on the ground floor of the Campus Center,
across from the game room. Students driving anywhere who would not be opposed to company
are encouraged to post their destination and departure time on the Ride Board.
H. Persons who are not members of the Tri-College Community may not post on campus.
I. Any posting that is in violation of this posting policy may be taken down by any member of the
community.
J.Any exceptions to these rules must be approved by the HC Students' Council. All approvals
will be so noted on the posting.
K. This policy may be updated at any time at the discretion of the Students' Council President(s).
It must however be reviewed by Students' Council every 2 years.

Revised Smoking Policy
The College has adopted a policy governing smoking to protect the rights of individuals who

do not wish to be exposed to the dangers of passive smoke inhalation. All non-residential
buildings have been designated SMOKE-FREE AREAS. (If it isn't a dorm, you are not allowed to
smoke there)

Students' Council has determined that smoking in dorms should be permitted, but only if
none of the residents nearby had a problem with your smoke. Second-hand smoke can travel
beyond the boundaries of an individual single, double, apartment, suite or hall group. Students
who smoke in their rooms are posing a serious health risk and possibly an unpleasant living
condition for those who reside near them, both inside and outside their own immediate living unit.

It is a PRIVILEGE to smoke to smoke in the dorms, and as such, the smoker should be
respectful of others rights to a smoke free living space. If the smoker is confronted, he or she is
expected to communicate with nearby housing residents to determine a compromise regarding the
issue. However, if, for any reason, no compromise can be reached, the smoker may not smoke in
the dormitory. It is the responsibility of the smoker, under the Social Honor Code, to find other
outlets for his or her smoking habit; the smoker should not have to be confronted again.

If it continues to be a problem, the non-smoker is encouraged to contact Robin Doan, the
Housing Committee, or an Honor Council member to determine further action.
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Plenary, February 26, 1996

Presiding: Betsey Dickinson, Evan Goldman, Adam Freed, Brendan McNulty, Anne
Santoro (Honor Council Chair), Matt Schneiderman (Secretary), Ryan Therrell
(Students' Council President)

Quorum (443 students) was reached at 1:40 pm.

Explanation of Late Amendment Submission
Introduction to rationale behind inclusion of late Resolution (Ryan Therrell)
Question and Answer
Explanation for lateness of Resolution
Moment of Silence
Inclusion of Resolution in Plenary passed by 2/3 vote (hand showing)

Moment of Silence

Rules of Order
Motion to include Moment of Silence before every vote
Clarification of Rules of Order by former SC President which negates above proposal
Explanation of Agenda, Resolution Order

First Resolution
Reading by presenter (Karen Merinkangas '97)
Question and Answer
1. Whose judgment decides objectivity of juror? Member of communtiy on trial.
2. How are jurors replaced? Repetition of procedure for which jury members are
originally selected.
3. Can cycle of replacing/removing jurors be repeated indefintely? Unclear, but not
really feasible to remove more than two jurors per procedure.
4. How will Resolution affect Multi-Cultural Panel juror list? Same number of
M.C.P. jurors as before removal.
5. Is reason for removal necessarily substantiated by person on trial? No.
Pro/Con Speakers
Con: Clarification for number of replacements for replacements.
Amendments: none
Moment of Silence
Resolution passes (voice vote)

Second Resolution
Reading by presenter (Matt Unterman '97)
Question and Answer
1. What purpose does general election serve? Elections also maintain responisibity
of Executive Council, but Resolution would provide continuity between present and
incoming Councils.
2. Why should Executive Council need to present a Resolution? Accountibility.





Pro/Con Speakers
Pro: Students' Council changes, so role in community and stability should be passed
on.
Con: Student Officials should not be required to submit resolutions.
Con: Time difficulties in including an additional resolution to already length
Plenary.
Amendments:
Questions regarding amended Resolution
Moment of Silence
Resolution fails (123-152, hand count)

Honor Council Chair's Role Resolution
Presentation (Anne Santoro '97 and Elizabeth Jackson '98)
Question and Answer
1. How is Resolution changing present procedure? Clarification of when Chair may
not head a trial (at Chair's discretion).
Pro/Con Speakers
Con: Confusion in different Honor Council Members attempting to chair a trial.
Pro: Too much time for one Chair to head all trials.
Con: Too many Council Members running trials differently
Pro: School used to be smaller. Now less condusive to one Chair running all trials.
Con: Chairs will be present at trial regardless, so time spent should be equal.
Pro: More active roles for all Honor Council Members.
Pro: All Honor Council Members are competent and can run trials.
Amendment:
Questions about amended Resolution: none
Amended Resolution passes (voice vote)

Publishing of Amendments in Students' Guide
Reading by presenter (Matthew Andelman '97)
Question and Answer: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Con: Students' Guide attempts to include all changes in Honor Code, but is
sometimes limited by time.
Amendments: none.
Moment of Silence
Resoltuion passes (voice vote)

Dorm Rep Resolution
Reading by presenter (Stacey Jacobs '97)
Question and Answer: none
Pro/Con Speakers
Pro:
Amendments: none accepted
Moment of Silence
Resolution Passes (voice vote)





Social Honor Code Resolution
Presentation of Resolution (guys)
Question and Answer
1. Where is line between free speech and harmful statements? Boundary is set by
responsbile member of community who makes statement.
2. As free speech is garunteed in Honor Code, what is necessity of Resolution?
Haverford's Code supersedes the [U.S.] Constitution and does not free speech
without a social Honor Code violation and/or trial.
3. Clarification between "mutual respect" and "appropriate manner".
4. Clarification of "embarressment" and harrassment.
5. How will Resolution affect campus attitude? Rights to speak are discouraged
under self-censorship implicit in present Honor Code.
6. Example of how right to speak is violated now? Community penalizes those
who speak contrary to majority view.
7. Does the Charlie abstract demonstrate effectivity of present system? The fact that
Charlie was taken to trial at all demonstrates it is not effective now.
Pro/Con Speakers
In excess of twenty students debated the issues regarding free speech at Haverford.

Suspension of Plenary's End-Time by 30 minutes (voice vote)

Continuation of Pro/Con arguments
Amendments: One unfriendly amendment with required 75 signatures presented.
Amended Resolution fails (hand vote)

Announcements from Honor Council Chair (Anne Santoro '97)

Honor Code
One speaker





March 3, 1996

Present: David Axelrod, Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Doster Esh, Nihal Fayad, Jeremy Frank, Adam
Freed, Evan Goldman, Lindsay Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine, Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Brig
Lampert, Jon McCandlish, Brendan McNulty, Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Matt Schneiderman, Ryan Therrell

Not present: Michael Mueller

No time for play: SC jumped right into its second whole meeting with a Moment of Silence.

So then we talked about Students' Council on the Internet! That's right: Haverford College is [insert
phrase containing "Information Superhighway" and/or "jumping" or "forging ahead into the 21st century" or
whatever]! Starting after Break, students and student organizations can start editing and linking and all that stuff
to their very own Web Pages! Look out for more info. But we talked about things, like what kinda stuff the
Students' Council Page should contain and what sort of guidelines campus organizations should
keep in mind, for instance.

So then we talked about Students' Council -Led Collection Discussions. Essentially, Students' Council
will soon be facilitatin' informal talks/get-togethers following some of the more discussion-conducive Collections.
To be coming.

So then we talked about what the various SC Representatives brought to us. They are:
Jon M. and Val (our JSAAPP Members): pretty quiet this week.

Lindsay (our Security liaison): She reminded us all of the upcoming Rape Aggression Defense
(RAD) program and gave us some yellow fliers. She also got us to talking about some recent developments.
The brunt of it concerned:
Lock-outs are on the rise. Last year, Security logged 851 lockouts. This year, there have'been more than

700 already. That's a possible 40% increase. Lock-outs and its evil sibling Propped-doors are bad. They are
also giving birth to a third evil, Giving-the-Locksmith-a-hard-time-when-he-is-only-doing-his-job. We spent a
good deal of time discussing the present problems that both Security and students are facing, including but
certainly not limited to, time spent unlocking doors, the difficulties of getting into friends' dorms, and dorm areas
that should be available to all students (e.g., Lunt Cafe). We brainstormed about possible solutions and discussed
those which Security has proposed: making students themselves retrieve room keys from Security, and/or raising
lock-out fees. We did not collectively decide to promote either of these possibilities and instead hoped to see
everyone help out and follow some...

Things to Do to Keep Lock -Out Fees Down
1. Don't leave your key in your room when you lock it.
2. Don't prop doors.
3. Use the Yellow Phones to call your pals to let you into their dorms, so they won't have to prop

doors. Just remind them about Number 1 when you do so.
4. If by some inexplicable misfortune you forget Number 1 and get locked out of your room, do

show Security your key real soon so they won't need to replace the lock. Locks are replaced
when you don't have your key. If you don't have your key, that means that someone else
could and that could result in our fourth evil, Thieves-rooting-through-your-stuff.

And that brings us to Number 5, which isn't really a "Thing to Do to Keep Lock-Out Fees Down"
but it would help out all the same...
5. If you see something that should be reported to Security, please call Security. The number

is 896-1111 or the red button on a Yellow Phone.

Doster, Emily, Nihal (our Coffee House folks): These kids threw quite a party this past Wednesday
night. There was music, coffee, and (that's right!) people! They're gonna keep the same formula for success
this week, so get on out to the Coffee House Wednesday night at 10 in the DC Basement.

Elizabeth and Elizabeth (Food Committee): Be on the lookout for the Food Committee Minutes.
They'll be up soon. And in case you haven't, be sure to take a gander at the list of restocked utensils, plates, and
mugs and their costs in the DC. And return stuff if you have it, please.





So then we talked about bringing back the Friday Five. This is that thing where SC comes to the DC lobby
with a pertinent national or international concern allows students to write their Congresspeople regarding
said issue. We all liked the idea and will divvy up days (not necessarily Friday nor necessarily at five o'clock) to
table.

So then we talked about general SC tabling since we were pretty much on the subject. Despite a slow first try,
SC will soon be tabling about weekly to take concerns from you. Hopefully this will be coupled with the about
weekly fun poll, results of which will appear right here:

This week's fun poll: SC asked, "Who's your favorite 'Friends' character?" Of about 10 responses,
Chandler and "Who cares?/I don't know" were our winners with 3 votes apiece. Then someone spilled juice all
over the poll sheet and then I left. It was a slow first try.

So then we talked about the upcoming SC Spring Cleaning Sale. Information pertaining to the Sale was sent
out Monday via e-mail. Please make sure your stuff is out of storage by the deadline. We will putting whatever
funds SC makes from the sale of discarded items towards the outdoor basketball court.

So then we talked about Jon C.'s concern for better lounge space in the North Dorms. We'll be
discussing this and general Housing/Lounge -area issues as well as the possibilities for Dorm Nights or
other Dorm activities in more detail at our next meeting.

That's when we got into Committee Reports.
Appointments Committee appointed Carrie Clausen '98 and Erika Fulton '98 for Peer Awareness Heads and
Paul Walcutt '97 and Josh Kurlantzick '98 for JSAAPP. So that's the story.
Budgeting Committee budgeted this past weekend. It wasn't easy for sure, as there was about a
$65,000 difference between what they had available to groups and what was requested. The tallies are posted
outside the SC office (3rd floor Campus Center). That's also where appointments for grievance hearings can be
made. Grievances are this Wednesday night (the 6th) starting at 9:30 in the SC Meeting Room
(3rd floor Campus Center).
Activities Committee activated this week. Well....met actually. And pretty much decided that Activities
efforts that would have been appropriated to a Sadie Hawkins Dance could be better put towards helping with a
student-run Spring Formal (Sundance!).

Then came the Dorm Rep Concerns.
Natasha (Gummere): What with the Game Room closed more often, change for laundry is pretty hard to
come by.
Jeremy (Houses): Broken Gummere washers.
Liz (Lloyd): Clarification of Posting Policy. Ryan expects the promised Upcoming Activity Board very
soon, so please adhere to the new Posting Policy.
Chris (BMC): While there is a group addressing responsible alcohol-usage, there is no such group pertaining
to drug-abuse. A member of SC mentioned that such a group is, indeed, in the works.
Betsey (co -VP): Keys for North Dorms don't work to get into other North Dorms.
Emily (HCA): Cigarettes sold in book store? We kinda poo-pooed this one, due to the difficulties in underage
sales and penalties and certain other concerns.
Nihal (Lunt): She asked us to think about the community service program at Haverford for next time.

That's when we ended with a moment of silence.

Six other things: 1) Welcome Brig Lampert to SC! He is Leeds's new Rep, 2) Please note that Jon M.'s
last name is "McCandlish," and not as it is misspelled in the last minutes, 3) There were no Minutes last week
because we did not meet (Plenary!), 4) There will be no new Minutes next week, or the week after, cuz of
Spring Break. Look for them after then, 5) Plenary Minutes are available for your perusal in the SC office and
on Newswatcher at "bico-hc.announcements.students", 6) "Miss Saigon" coupons available!! Yeah huh,
SC has come into 20-some coupons for up to 33% off selected tickets to "the musical sensation of the decade".
It will be playing until April 21, prices with the discount are between $30 and $45, and you can buy up to 2 tickets
with the coupon. Please e-mail or call Matt Schneiderman if you are interested. If a lot of students sign up, we'll
arrange for s'more.





March 24, 1996

Present: Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Doster Esh, Nihal Fayad, Jeremy Frank, Adam Freed,
Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine, Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Brig Lampert, Jon McCandlish,
Brendan McNulty, Michael Mueller, Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Matt Schneiderman, Ryan Therrell

Not present: David Axelrod, Lindsay Goldman

Our NCAA Tournament Favorites (in no particular order): U Mass (2), Miss St, Kentucky (2), Kansas!!, "Is
Georgetown still in?", "hate basketball?", "n/a", "no idea", "What's NCAA?", "B-ball sux [sic]", the
Rams, "oh geez they're all so wonderful...", Rockets

Long time no see! What with Spring Break cutting into our Sundays, we met for the first time since March
3rd! Despite the short vacation, Ryan remembered the Moment of Silence. We did that at 5:18 pm.

Natasha, our Security Liason, needed to leave a lil' early, so we checked in with her first. Security is
now talking about the possibilities for more convenient/safer ways for students to get into dorms via card
swipes or key (combination) pads on main doors. After some discussion, SC liked the idea of card
swipes being implemented, as this would allow student access to most or all campus dorms via ID cards.
Like we said, this is only in the talking stage, so if you have any questions or concerns or advice about this
stuff, talk to your friendly Students' Council Rep.

At 5:26, we talked about the money Students' Council raised from the Spring Cleaning Sale. We now
have about $350 for the Outdoor Basketball Court Fund. We don't quite have the money to pave a
site and all that, but this is a good start. We're looking into possible places to put this. Again, feel free to
let us know what you think.

Moving right along, we talked about a larger-issue-type-concern regarding campus
lounge spaces starting at 5:30. Suggestions for improvement ranged from
painting Gummere Basement to furniture for the North Dorm basements to installing
T.V.s in several dorm areas. We also got into a bit of constructive criticism about the
current gathering areas (or lack thereof), including the absence of convenient,
"dormy" places for folks to go to. The Deans are working with us on this issue, so
your feedback could really help us out here.

Then, at 5:38, we discussed diversity and Students' Council. Ryan asked
how we could attract more minority students to SC, and what ways we could go
about educating ourselves about campus and national issues SC might be neglecting.
Suggestions included attending or perhaps hosting a film-viewings and discussions
like those conducted by several student groups. Another suggestion led us right into
our next topic...

Getting group organization leaders in to talk to SC. We heard who SC members wanted to hear
from. The first few we thought of include the Diversity Weekend Head, Communist Club members,
representatives from the Zyburgy Club, and student representatives to the EPC. SC  has invited Club HAV
organizer Sid Brown to speak to us next week, so be on the lookout. Other speakers will be stopping by in
the weeks to come.

At 5:45, we spoke some about the freedoms of expression within the Haverford Community.
We're double-checking this week as to how guests and visitors of the College fit into the Social Honor
Code, as we were under the impression that guests/visitors are to be considered part of the community while
they are here. At present time, the Comment Board is holding forum on just this topic: check it out.



Along the campus gathering sites line, we talked about upcoming SC-sponsored Dorm Nights and the
like we hope to get together. We came up with some ideas (study breaks, movie nights), as well as some
difficulties (HCA lacks an indoor space). We're working on it, so help us out by comin' out when you see
signs. We started talking about this one at 5:51 and finished at 5:58 when...

We broke for dinner.

By 6:12, everyone was in their seats and noshing quietly on chicken and rice or salads or what have you.
Then we appointed Jon Crawford to act as a general Web Master for the students' and student
ogranizations' home pages. Hopefully, you've gotten a chance to check your classmates' Web sites at
http:/lwww.students.havvford.edui. As more pages go up, we'll need someone to oversee the
organizational page and all that. So that's what Jon does now. Also, guidelines for student organizations'
and groups' pages will be out next week, following the Dean's OK.

At 6:15 (the above didn't take a whole lot of debate), we moved onto our SC Reps to:

. JSAAPP (Jon and Val): an abstract's on the way, they say;

Coffee House (Doc, Nihal, & Emily): coffee house may be happening this week, so look for
signs;

Then Ryan remembered that the Big Promised Activities Board is still forth-coming. Please be
patient with us on this one.

Food Committe (Elizabeth H. 4n' Elizabeth N.): Minutes were sent out, but not widely
distributed. They will soon be coming with these here Minutes;

Collection Discussion (Elizabeth H.): there was a good discussion this past Monday following the
Survivors of the Holocaust presentation. Hopefully, upcoming talks will lend themselves to similar
reflection. Look for "SC-sponsored talk following" on signs regarding Collections.

Committee Heads talked about what they'd been up to since last we spoke starting around 6:25.

Activities Committee: Activities is looking into (inexpensive) fun things to do. Jeremy suggested
something along the lines of Capture-the-Flag which brought cheers from several SC members. It is also
working with Club HAV organizers to make this upcoming dance one heckuva party. Club HAV's
Dance ("Nokturnal Rojo") is Friday, April 5 in Founders Hall from 9:30-2. It'll be a blast;

Appointments Committee: this week brought about the appointments of...
Chris Rhoads '96 and Chris Markowski '97 = Class Night Heads
Mat Kendall '97, T.J. Filip '98 = Presidential Search Committee Student Representatives;

Budgeting Committee: now that budgeting, per se, is over and done with, reorganization and
paperwork is goin' on. Things are in good hands.

Then it was time (6:33 to be sure) for everybody's favorite portion of our game, Dorm Concerns!
Gummere (Jon): those darn washers and dryers are usually broke;
North Dorms (Elizabeth H.): rubbish in storage is still there. It was explained that this was due to an
illness of the overseer over break. We were reminded that our stuff can go back to storage whenever
(as in now);
Off-Campus (Mike): can the gate at the end of Hannum Drive be kept open later than 10, say, Ill 12?
We're checking with Security this week.

We finished our third whole meeting with a second Moment of Silence at 6:37. It lasted about 10
seconds.



March 31, 1996

Present: David Axelrod, Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Doster Esh, Nihal Fayad, Jeremy
Frank, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman, Lindsay Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine, Brig Lampert,
Jon McCandlish, Brendan McNulty, Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Matt Schneiderman, Ryan Therrell

Not present: Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Michael Mueller

We started this, our fourth meeting of the semester, with a moment of silence.

We got right into what we now abbreviate to B.C.U., the Basketball Court Update. Ryan met
with Greg Kannerstein, Haverford's Athletic Director, this week. Greg informed Ryan who informed
SC who is, in turn, informing you that the basketball court which was in the works beginning last year
should be a paved, two-basket court possibly, though not for sure as yet, provided for by the
administration. This permanent basketball court may reside near Drinker House or by the Field House
(in that space outside the squash courts). In the meantime, temporary goals should be up soon in the
South Parking Lot. If the adminstration does, indeed, pay for this, we would have $350 (from the
B.C.F.) that could go towards, say, a satellite dish for the DC basement or a trampoline.

Then we heard from our visitors:
Sid Brown, one of the organizers for Club HAV, stopped by and got us all excited about the big
dance this weekend. This Friday, April 5th, Founders is where to be. The music starts at 9:30.
Sid has worked really hard to give us all something fun we can do towards relaxing. Several campus
organizations, including SC, are pitching in to make this a blast.

Ryan Traversari and Hilary Koprowkski from the Administrative Advisory Committee
also stopped by. They got us excited about student input for the planning of the College budget and
grounds. These guys work with the President, the Vice-President in Charge of Finances, and several
other faculty members on said planning issues. They asked us for our ideas, and boy did we have some.
In brief, they are: better lighting outside Founders', raising SC fees, looking into making non-
mandatory and/or implementing other options as to the meal plan, dorm kitchens, dorm space
renovations, and card-swipe accesses. Ryan and Hilary also informed us as to our 10 Peers. They're a
lively group of colleges, and they from the basis for our tuition rates. Finally, they asked us to ask you
to tell us to tell them about your ideas regarding College expenditures and grounds.

Then we were hungry, so we ate dinner.

When we got back, we returned to one of last week's topics, visitors to the College and the
Code. According to what we found, folks taking classes at Haverford fall under the jurisdiction of the
Honor Code, but "visitors" in other contexts don't necessarily. Bryn Mawr, incidentally, outlines in a
fair amount of detail what actions are suitable forms of dissent and protest.

Ryan then checked-up with Dorm Reps as to how Dorm Nights have gone/are coming along. As we
spoke, plans were underway for informal get-togethers in Gummere, HCA, Barclay, and the North
Dorms. Be on the lookout for signs pertaining to such festivities. These things usually entail free
food.

"We are half-way through the semester," Ryan informed us. Much of SC was elected on
platforms of improvement and change: we discussed how the last few weeks have gone in the context of
change, SC-wise. We also got into things SC would like to see happen. A few are better SC
involvement in SC activities such as the Coffee House and Collection discussions, changes in the
budgeting process, including keeping tabs of group heads and the equipment organizations buy, and



a reorganization of the scheduling and coordination of events that folks throw. On a few
more specific notes...
Liz mentioned that budgeting seemed to occur late in the semester, and perhaps earlier Executive Council
elections (which in turn would correlate to an earlier-elected General SC) could help out in this respect.
Jeremy noted that a lot of events (club- and sudent-sponsored) are all happening haphazardly in a
relatively short period of time (i.e., between now and the end of the year).
Elizabeth H. asked if we could review the current operation (and particuraly, hours) of Health
Services.

Then it was time again for Liason/Group Reports. Here they are, in
the same order in which they were presented to us:
JSAAPP Reps Jon and Val met with their people this week. They
spoke a little bit about the feasibility of progressive-style parties.
Security Liason Natasha met with Security this week. She and
Glen Normile went over the things we had talked about last week, i.e., 	 et. cooloseri
card-swipes and fire alarm renovation.
Coffee House People Nihal, Doc, and Emily have the jazz band
back this week, as well as scrumptious coffee and goodies.
Wednesday night in the DC basement gets fun around 10 pm.
Food Committee Reps Elizabeth H. and Elizabeth N. met this week. We got into a great
grape debate. Someone on SC asked why grapes weren't served in the DC. We found out that many
years ago, grapes were boycotted by the Haverford community due to unfair working conditions of farm
workers. Though the nation-wide ban ended, Haverford's grape supply remained discontinued. After
some debate and even a moment of silence, we decided to ask the DC to bring back grapes. Look for
`em soon.
Friday Five Organizer Doc is working on an issue to bring to us (the community) soon.

Then it was Committee Reports time. We went in reverse alphabetical order.
Budgeting Committee, as they explained when we discussed our goals, are going to be keeping track
of permanent expenditures student organizations make. Hopefully, the equipment and stuff that groups
buy will stick around so that they will not need to be purchased year after year. This way there will be a
little more money for all groups come Budgeting time.
Appointments Committee made some appointments last Thursday and Sunday. They are:

Game Room = Jay Tseng '98
Yearbook Editor = Helen Chang '98

Collection Heads = Eric Robinson '99 and Donna Kaminski '98
AAC Rep = Erica Bailey '97

Activities Committee met this week and is working on outdoors, middle-of-the-week events to give
everybody a fun break as we all near crunch-time.

It was a busy day for Dorm Concerns. These are they:
Emily (HCA) wondered whether there were MAC machine providers who don't charge you for
transactions. She also mentioned how locked Campus Center room doors are a pain, as they can't be
opened and used as study and meeting spaces.
Jeremy (Houses) wanted to know if the lock to the balcony in Drinker could be changed so residents
could access said balcony.
Jon M. (Gummere) let us know that the Film-Making Club is looking for the popcorn machine.
Nihal (Lunt) asked about the hours maintenance operates, and whether or not they could be changed so
that they did not start as early as they currently do. She also told us about an idea for an "Ugliest ID
Picture Contest". The winner would get a new ID.
Elizabeth (Comfort) reminded us that the Fruitopia machine in Roberts is empty and turned-off.
Betsey (co-VP) wanted to see the lights in the Campus Center mostly off after operating hours.
Jeremy suggested an HCA-campus shuttle of some sort.

Then we stopped, because we were done, after a much needed Moment of Silence.
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April 7, 1996

Present: Jon Crawford, Doster Esh, Nihal Fayad, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine,
Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Brig Lampert, Jon McCandlish, Brendan McNulty, Liz Phillips, Matt Schneiderman,
Ryan Therrell

Not present: David Axelrod, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Jeremy Frank, Lindsay Goldman, Michael Mueller,
Elizabeth Nuss

At 5:15, we figured we'd start, with a Moment of Silence, one short of quorum. Then Adam arrived and we
rejoiced. Nihal giggled.

Once we decoded our Agendas, we found that our first item of business would regard Dorm Gathering
Spaces. In its meeting with the Deans, Exec Council learned that in the past decorated and furnished areas such
as Gummere Basement would last about a year before being vandalised and generally mistreated. The Deans
would like to assist us in revamping these spaces, though, and we are currently working with them to
improve Barclay Lounge. SC will suggest to them what we came up with, namely commodities of modern casual
living, including bean bags, circle chairs, and a stereo. We also discussed the architectural lack of such
common rooms (not "such common rooms" as in "Oh, these rooms are so common!" but as in rooms such that
people share, in common) in many of the other dorms. Lunt, incidentally, is in the process of being spruced-up
now as well. We heard tell of a ping-pong table.

Since Val is a Haverfest Head and a Dorm Rep, she got to say her piece regarding plans for the big
shebang. She assuaged our fears concerning the possibility of a Lacrosse tournament banquet coinciding in time
and space with band activities. Contrary to public rumor, Haverfest is staying on Founders' Green this
year, says Val. She also let us know that, while pudding wrestling could not be arranged, fun will be had in the
form of the outdoor movie (the title of which she didn't trust SC with), a hip-pop concert party, a tentative HCA
block party, and lots o' music. And t-shirts are fun, and pretty soon you can get one that will commemorate this
happening... happening. And at some point during all this excitement, Nihal laughed s'more.

The Outdoor Basketball Court has become a long-term SC project. After meeting with the Deans, Exec
Council decided to survey students concerning times and seasons the courts would be used. Obviously, an
outdoor court will be extremely costly and a petition requesting such a court and the temporary goals (which will
be up shortly in the South Lot) are not necessarily great indicators as to how frequently they'll be used. Greg
Kannerstein and Exec Council will be thoroughly investigating this matter.

Gummere Reps Jon and Natasha reported on how their Dorm Night went. It went well. They had
people, pizza and SC folks despite being locked out of the Basement. Comfort will be hosting a similar good
time this week.

We had visitors this week! Marina Del Rios and Mark Smith from the Progressive Labour Party
told us about sOme of the topics they discuss in their meetings and invited SC to get involved in political and
national issues. They informed us of three upcoming activities they are working on:

This Wednesday night in the DC, they will be presenting an info session related to the recent beating
of several immigrants in California which was captured on tape.

This Saturday, a Progressive Party organizer will be speaking about conditions of labor in a garment
factory.

May 4th, the group will be marching in May Day activities in Washington.
Specifics times and information should be posted around campus, so check out signs. Finally, we talked a little
about the group's role on campus as well as the community's role in the national context.

Last Friday, Exec Council had meetings with the Deans and the Students' Advisory Board. At both
meetings, we addressed issues regarding diversity and SC. Exec Council reported to SC that both discussions
went very well and got us all to thinking about how to reinvent SC's role in the community. Ryan also reminded
us about Diversity Weekend, which will take place this weekend. We talked about this quite a bit before we
moved on to...





Liason/Group Reports. Here's what they did this week, as reported by them.
JSAAPP Reps Jon and Val told us that we should've received a letter from them with examples of good and
bad invites. This sparked a discussion related to mailings and private vs. "public" parties.
Security Liason Natasha gave us the names of the Security Escorts, who drive the golf carts Wednesday thru
Sunday nights. They are: Andrea Baker, Jennifer Doran; Daniel Rausch, Aaron Ricci, and Tara Sahatoo.
Someone asked about keys to Gummere basement, and what was goin' on with the change machine in the now-
sometimes-locked Game Room.
Coffee House People Nihal, Doc, and Emily had a great turnout last week and even got a review in The
Bi-Co News. They're super-pysched about this week's band, Guiton's Dream. Nihal laughed a lot when she
heard what the band's name was. Wednesday night in the DC basement starts hoppin' around 10 pm.
Collection Discussion Reps Elizabeth H. and Lindsay told us that students spoke with guest speaker
Lath Gunier following her talk. They also informed us of the upcoming BGALA-sponsored Collection and
HERstory presentation.
Food Committee Reps Elizabeth H. and Elizabeth N. are working on a plan regarding visitors and
eating at the DC. They also let us know that grapes are indeed back.
Friday Five Organizer Doc is working on bringing Affirmative Action stuff to the table.

Then it was Committee Reports time. We went in alphabetical order, and it went quick.
Activities Committee had a good time at this last weekend's Club HAV. Now it is helping Sara Traulsen,
Kate Smolenski, Ressa Adamek-Griggs, and Anne Gaddy throw Sundance! For some of us, spring semi-
formals at Haverford live only in legend. Friday, April 26th, the Sundance tradition returns.

Appointments Committee did not appoint this week due to the holidays. To compensate, they've got a
Commencement Committee, New Point Concert Series Head(s), Film Series Head(s), and a Property Committee
Rep to appoint this coming weekend. Also, a little while back, they chose
Susan Frick '98 and Aaron Ricci '99 to head the Student-Faculty Relations Committee.

Budgeting Committee learned during its discussion with the Students' Advisory Board that budgeting
procedures are not altogether clear to student organizations. They will be working harder to work with all
groups prior to and during budgeting next semester. They also appointed Kim Stevenson '99 as the
refrigerator person, and met with Financial Officer Dick Wynn concerning Students' Fees.

We heard seven Dorm Concerns. These are they:
Liz (Lloyd): Party-hosts (at Lloyd and elsewhere) need to pick up cups and bottles that are left around (outside)
following parties.
Jon M. (Gummere): What is SC doing for Pre-Frosh weekend? We'd like to introduce prospectives to what
we do prior to when they get here, as student government is definitely different here that it is at other schools, so
we'll plan something. Nihal laughed a bit. Soon, other SC members were giggling for apparently no reason.
Evan (co-VP): Still broken change machines, old Pepsi machines around. Natasha is now our change
machine person, and she will do things regarding such.
Elizabeth (Comfort): Ashtrays by the Duck Pond have been suggested, to keep the butts off the ground.
Then we joked around some about ducks and such.
Ryan (Pres): He's working on a Coke-sponsored Baseball Score Board. We were pretty rowdy by this point,
so we suggested other products who could endorse such a sign. And we all laughed.
Chris (BMC): Perhaps those pesky lock-outs wouldn't occur if students had to lock their doors with the key,
so's they couldn't leave without it. Then someone, who probably doesn't want his/her stuff taken, informed us
that he/she leaves his/her door unlocked.

We ended with a moment of silence. Nihal didn't laugh during it, but she giggled some afterwards.

Other things: 1) Student groups interested in setting up a Web Page should contact Jon Crawford (jcrawfo); 2)
Summer storage will now be available in HCA and Comfort for early-returns. Leeds will no longer be used for
early-returning students; 3) Folks should dial 9 from yellow security phones before calling their pals to get into
dorms; 4) SC Meetings are for everyone! We meet in the BMC room (right side in the back of DC) most
every Sunday from 5-7. Come; 5) Along those lines, if your group would like to present SC a lir something
about what you're up to this semester, please contact Ryan Therrell (mtherrel).

An SC Meeting haiku: 	 It's Easter weekend
Lots of folks are at home now
this weather's poopy





April 14, 1996

Present: David Axelrod, Jon Crawford, Emily Davis, Betsey Dickinson, Nihal Fayad, Jeremy Frank, Adam Freed,
Evan Goldman, Lindsay Goldman, Natasha Heflin, Elizabeth Herstine, Val Hildebrant, Chris Iwane, Brig Lampert,
Brendan McNulty, Elizabeth Nuss, Matt Schneiderman, Ryan Therrell

Not present: Doster Esh, Jon McCandlish, Michael Mueller, Liz Phillips

Unscramble these words to see what we did first: silence of moment we a had.

Everyone read last week's Minutes, right? Y'know, how we had come up with suggestions for improving
Barclay Lounge? Well, we talked about it s'more this week. Executive Council made our suggestions
(couches, tables, better lighting, a wall-mounted TV) to the Deans. It was at that meeting that we started to avoid
using the term "love seat". We now make sure to say "two-seater" instead. SC talked about using some of the
two-seaters that would be left over from Lunt Basement for the DC foyer area. We're on our way to three
nicer places to rest a spell. Enjoy!

Then came Visitor Sue. Sue Gilbertson spoke to us about what the Feminist Affiance does and detailed
the differences between the Feminist Alliance and the Women's Group. The Feminist Alliance, a political group
consisting of men and women, has lately been publicizing information around campus regarding feminist issues
and concerns, including recent displays about women's history at Haverford & portrayals of women in the media
which lead to a rape culture. They are also hosting Collection this Wednesday with speaker Camille
McDonald from the American Association of University Women. Meetings are held Wednesdays at 10
pm in the Women's Center, Second Floor of the Campus Center.

Then we remembered something else about Barclay (i.e., a continuation of our first point of "business"): the
Deans may be replacing those clunky, old-fashioned stove-type-things with sleek, modern microwaves soon.
Somehow or other, this got Evan to explaining how Quaker midnight happens at 10.

Next came... You guessed it: the Basketball Court Update!! Next week, SC'll be putting out a
survey about our proposed outdoor basketball court and its usage. It would mean a lot to us if you took the time
to put click marks by the responses which come closest to resembling how you feel about the question in
question. We know everybody's really busy now, what with classes and all, but we need student feedback to get
movin' on this thing. Just fill it out and slam dunk it into the appropriate return box. More to come next week.
Oh, and the long-awaited temporary goals should be up in the South Lot or Fine Arts Parking Lot
this week. Get on out there!

Natasha, our newly-elected change machine person, told us that the change machine in the Game
Room is untouchable by SC, as it is rented out by the entertainment people (who operate the video games).
She's working on fording out about the keys for the ones in Lunt and HCA. Then Evan told us a trick to fool the
Coke machines into making change for you, but he told us not to put it in the Minutes. Sorry. Matt once again
suggested that SC members carry quarters around in those little change-holder thingies, but, alas, it is not to be.

Somebody brought up a possible Posting Policy violation. Then Ryan infomed us that the long, long, long
awaited Big Calendar for the DC would be here before the end of the year, but not much sooner. -

Before our next visitors arrived, we started hearing from our SC Representatives/Liasons.
JSAAPP Rep Val said that only three people showed at their past meeting. Then we asked her if JSAAPP was
looking into how the Alcohol Policy works (or doesn't) when prospective students are around like they were this
past weekend. We also talked a bit about whether or not JSAAPP has any sort of punitive abilities. She'll
take our concerns to a (hopefully) much better attended JSAAPP meeting this week.

Then we welcomed our visitors from the Black Students' League (BSL), Venessa Daniel '98,
Yolande Thompson '98, and Raymond MacLeish '99. They informed of us of their interest in
presenting Black issues to campus and of several upcoming events they are planning. They will be holding a
Jazz Formal April 20th (this coming weekend)! Soon, Cesar Rosado '97 will be speaking to students in
the Black Cultural Center. They are working hard to bring more speakers and forums regarding diversity to the





community, as well as more social events, including a large Jam/Step Show for next year. They are very
interested in improving dialogue between students at Haverford, between BSL and SC, and between BSL and the
Black student groups at BMC and Swarthmore. Then they invited us to their meetings, which are Sunday
nights, 7-9, in the Ira De A. Reid House. You can contact them! Via e-mail, their addresses are: vdaniel,
ythompso, and rmacleis.

After we grabbed dinner (mmmmm.... bread), Rebeka Cook-Mack dropped by with a proposal for us.
She wants us to show our appreciation for staff by doing something special. Our discussion centered about
what that certain special something should be. Our suggestions were pretty much ideas concerning fruit
baskets and/or a gathering in the DC. She asked for SC support and got it. She would love to get other
suggestions and help from you. Write her or call her or run her down when you see her. Her e-mail address is
rcookmac..

We got back to our SC Reps...
Natasha, the Security Liason, told us why we couldn't put locks on doors that you lock from the outside
and about the HCA drug busts. Then she said, "There's one guy who steals cars from here." We thought maybe
he could come talk to us at an upcoming meeting.

Nihal and Emily and Doc (in absentia) had an amazing turn-out for last week's Coffee House. Come
see them and the jazz band (which, I hear tell, might possibly be changing its name) this Wednesday at 10.
It's still in the DC Basement.

Elizabeth and Elizabeth, our Food Committee Reps, told us about the book of analyses with all the
nutritional information in it. Someone asked how to get a menu, and she said to get in touch with the secretary.
Someone asked how much more expensive the theme dinners are, and mentioned that the chicken and
spinach stuff at last week's were yummy (I'm paraphrasing). Someone said something about runny ice
cream. Someone asked about Tang. Someone asked if there were any mozzerella sticks left, and found out

9/

At some point, Matt said that he'd really love to include everything everyone says in each installment of these
here Minutes, but that his margins were too small as is. Then Chris said something that made most of us
cheer. He generally has that effect on us. And including this meant sacrificing this week's clip art.

Activities Committee opened up this week's round of Committee Reports by alluding to those warmer
weather games they plan on getting together soon. Chris told us about "Burrito". Most of us understood, but
the one of us who was taking notes didn't, so you'll have to ask an SC member about the rules. We cheered.
Brig also suggested that Coffee House, which, as we said, is lotsa fun, be held outside one night.

Here's who Appointments Committee appointed:
Property Committee members: Josh Meyer '98 and Zach Miller '98

Film Series heads: Chris Iwane '97, Andrew Eastwick '98, Josh Kurlantzick '98,
and Jon Radow '98

This week, they will be holding appointments for Lunt Cafe manager and a class o"99 Rep to the CSSP.

Budgeting Committee continued working on clarifying and revamping budgeting procedures. They also
cleaned up the SC office.

Just a few Dorm Rep concerns:
Jeremy (Houses) had two: 1) Gummere door sticks and Drinker keys don't work in it, and 2) How about
terracing the hill near the baseball field?
Chris (BMC) informed us that there are still two spaces available at Bryn Mawr for Haverford students. If you
want to live closer to Chris next year, contact Robin Doan. We cheered.
Emily (HCA) asked for rocking chairs on Founders's Porch.

We finished up with a moment of silence.

SC meets most every week. You're more than welcome to drop by. You can find us in the in the back, behind
the right side of the DC, Sundays from 5 'di a little after 7. We don't do anything confidential, for the most part,
so stay as long as you like. If your organization would like to speak to SC, contact Ryan Therrell.

"no.





April 21, 1996 a 6 MD tfil 6 t
Present: Jon Crawford, Betsey Dickinson, Doster Esh, Adam Freed, Evan Goldman, Val Hildebrant, Chris
Iwane, Brig Lampert, Jon McCandlish, Brendan McNulty, Elizabeth Nuss, Liz Phillips, Matt Schneiderman,
Ryan Therrell

Not present: David Axelrod, Emily Davis, Nihal Fayad, Jeremy Frank, Lindsay Goldman, Natasha Heflin,
Elizabeth Herstine, Michael Mueller

We started our meeting at 5:15, minus a few folks, with a Moment of Silence.

Beka Cook-Mack '98 talked to us about her plans for the Staff Appreciation Get-Together. It's
happening April 30th (that's next Tuesday) from 2:30-4:30 in the DC. Come!! Beka and SC
would certainly appreciate any help y'all can lend as far as setting-up and cleaning-up (it would seem
kinda silly to have the people we're showing our appreciation for do the work!), but the most important
thing is that we ALL try to make it. Everyone's busy this time of year, but dropping by and
showing our thanks for jobs well done means a lot. And there'll be food and the jazz band. SC made
some signs and discovered that scented marker ink doesn't taste quite like it smells.

Ryan told us that he is presently working with Phil Fitz of Academic Computing and Kristi Littell, the
Student Activities Intern, on reducing the paper waste of campus mailings. It seems that with
higher computer availability and stuff, we could use less paper to publicize events and information.
Assumably, e-trash is easier and less costly than paper trash, but there are some logistical concerns that
need to be worked out. Ryan is being helped out in this ("Watch on Waste") by Jon C. and Jon M. Talk
to any of these very approachable guys if you have ideas.

We reprised the Outdoor Basketball Court talks. Here's where we're at:
1. Lots of students filled out and turned in (slam-dunked) their surveys. We were tallying 'ern up
during the meeting. Expect results next week.
2. The temporary hoop is going up in the Fine Arts Parking Lot this week. Enjoy a study
break in the fresh air with your pals!

Ryan came to us with an issue. That issue was door-to-door solicitation. The current policy makes
it clear that solicitors from outside the community without admistrative or SC approval are not
welcome: feel free to ask them to leave and/or call Security. Our discussion, however, related to
Haverford folks' soliciting. There was some sentiment expressed that, perhaps, this solicitation
could be limited to the DC and/or other public spaces. SC, though, decided against amending the present
policy.

Exec Council reported to SC on its Diversity Training Retreat. Ryan, Evan, Betsey, Adam,
Brendan, and Matt got a lot out of their stay and the facilitated discussions with Dean Rodriguez and
Kristi Littell this past weekend at the Fellowship Farm. We intend to make a similar excursion at the
beginning of next semester with all of SC. It is definitely something to look forward to if you plan on
running for SC next semester.

Then there was...
...Jon M. and Val, the JSAAPP Reps. JSAAPP is looking for heads. If you are interested in
chairing the panel which decides the fate of on-campus drinking, talk to the current heads, Helen Chang
(hchang) and Curt Ward (lward). Previous experience on JSAAPP not required.

...Doc, the Coffee House Person. Good turnout again last week. Look for the Woodstock '95 of
Coffee Houses this week. They hope to have four or five bands playing. Same time, same place
(Wednesday night at 10, DC Basement).



Dang. I really, really wanted this to all fit on one side of one page. Sorry y'all. At least now I can make
the margins a little bigger.

...Elizabeth N., the Food Committee Rep. They talked about food for Haverfest and exam time
study breaks. More to come next week.

And all the sudden we were at the Committee Reports. These went pretty quick, too.
Appointments appointed these people:
Lunt Managers: Jessica Wexler '97 and Adrienne Harrigan '97 will be training Marco

Rigau, Alexandra Carbone, Gabe Boylan, and Tami Adler (all '99).
Presedential Search Committee: Matt Jennings '99

New Point Concert Series Heads: Dan Rausch '98 and Dave Levine '98
This coming week, come on out for: Housing Committee Head(s), Alternative Concert
Series Head(s), and Speaker Committee Head & '98 Rep.
Also, take a gander at the table tents regarding the SC Award. The deadline (for submissions for said
Award, not to look at the table tents) is Friday, April 26.

Activities Committee is sponsoring some athletic events in the next few weeks. Look for signs
posted by SC about said games and show up (cheering) in red and black. They're neat colors, and we
don't wear 'em in a spirity kinda fashion very often. Also expect to show up for Capture-the-Flag
come exam time. Everybody needs a break, so come on out and run yer fanny off. Place and time
coming...

Budgeting Committee continues to be punctual with its checks.

We had just one concerned Dorm Rep. Or, at least, one Dorm Rep with concerns for SC.
Jon M. (Gummere) told us about change machines, taser guns, and ants.

Some other things Ryan said before all was said and done:
Due to lack of interest, Class Night will not be happening this year.

The last real SC meeting of the year takes place next Sunday (5-7 in the DC as always). This is
your last chance to see what really goes on. Meet all your favorites from the SC Minutes live and in
person.

At some point, Tony Mazzeo, Joanna Bell, Donna Casey, Anne McClintock, and Eric Volkman ran
through our meeting room. They were visitors.

At the end, we really, really tried to have a Moment of Silence, but the prospect of finishing up ten
minutes earlier than usual kept us from quieting down. To his credit, Ryan attempted it at least three
times.

Next week: the semester in review.

THINK&GRIN	



Towards the end of our last meeting, we talked about what we liked and didn't like about our semester on SC.

Here's what was said
Jeremy said he'd like to see the number of Houses Reps expanded.
Elizabeth H. said she felt SC and the Dorm Reps were more involved this semester than in semesters past. She

also enjoyed seeing students come to the Collection Discussions.
Elizabeth N. said that she felt that the Food Committee really did stuff.
Chris told us that, while he loves SC, he doesn't see what the BMC Rep's objective really is.
Natasha said that she actually liked appointments.
Jon M. said that he enjoyed Ryan the most.
Val said that she might run again.
Brig said that he was glad to have done SC.
Lindsay said that she was glad to see issues talked about at the Collection Discussions.
Betsey said that she had a good Appointments Committee this semester and that Executive Council will be totally

ready for next year.
Ryan said that people did things and stuff got done.
Adam said that changes for the better had been made and are being made, Budgeting-wise.
Brendan said that he was glad to see Reps more involved and that he is looking forward to more improvement

next semester.
David said that SC's Budgeting and leadership were improved from what he previously dealt with.
Liz said that this semester marked a huge change in SC's enthusiasm.
Jon C. said thank you for the semester.
Nihal said that Coffee House went really well this semester, and that Doc helped out a lot, too. Then she said

she hopes to see more "wet" campus party spaces appear next semester.
Emily said that she, also, felt that Coffee House was a big success.
Matt forgot to write down what he said It was probably something about wanting to do more with Activities

Committee next semster, and working more closely with groups who want to throw events.

Here's the low-down on what SC accomplished this semester
temporary outdoor basketball hoop, much improved and attended SC Coffee House, Budgeting Committee's
divviing out nearly $100,000 between 120+ Bi-Co and Haverford groups, grapes in the DC, co-sponsoring of
Club HAV, better appointments publicity, Haverfest monitors, World Wide Web stuff, Staff Appreciation Day,
'Burrito,' improved relations with budgeted groups, furniture to DC and Lunt Basement, a successful Plenary, the
SC Spring Cleaning Sale, looking into ways to cut paper waste on campus (Watch On Waste, "WoW"), Exec
Council's weekend of diversity/leadership training, efforts to contain the rise in lock-outs (with Security),
improved role of Dorm Reps, reliability, accountability, enthusiasm, and action, and Ryan says, "A ton of fun."

Here's what'll be done over the summer
Activities Board in the DC, cable in the basement of the DC, upgrading Barclay lounge with TV/VCR, couches,
etc., microwaves in some dorms, and the SC Web Page

On slate for next semester
a totally new budgeting process which will save the student body money and keep groups informed and
accountable for what they budget, an events calendar to alleviate some scheduling conflicts, an improved posting
policy, cutting down on waste and campus trash while improving the advertising power of groups, monthly or bi-
monthly club-style dance parties in the basement of the DC, SC Web Page with updated links to student
organizations' pages, Fall Plenary, and improved communication between SC and HCA, Houses, off-campus
residents.

* * *
We've certainly learned a lot this semester, both as SC and Exec Council. Thanks for helping out by keeping
informed and keeping us informed. We're looking forward to one heckuva '96-'97, so, if you're going to be
around, think about running for SC.

Enjoy your summer!
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Posting Policy
A. Notices may be posted ONLY in the following areas: bulletin boards, doors of
residences (DO NOT cover any windows or glass), residence stairwells and inside
bathrooms. Exceptions will only be allowed in the following cases:

1. Advertisements and announcements that concern the entire student body may
be posted in the Dining Center foyer.
2. Emergency notices, such as class cancellations or breakdowns of the buses, may

be posted where they will be most likely to attract attention.
B. Use tape or thumbtacks; eschew staples.
C.The name of the individual or group posting the notice must appear on the notice

itself.
D. After an event takes place, the club or group has 24 hours to remove all postings.
E. Please use your judgment when posting. Do not post over others' postings.
F. In the Dining Center, Campus Center, and some academic buildings, bulletin boards

have been set aside for specific types of notices; check the headings before posting.
G. Students' Council maintains a Ride Board, located on the ground floor of the Campus

Center, across from the game room. Students driving anywhere who would not
be opposed to company are encouraged to post their destination and departure
time on the Ride Board.

H. Persons who are not members of the Tri-College Community may not post on
campus.

I. Any posting that is in violation of this posting policy may be taken down by any
member of the community.

J. Any exceptions to these rules must be approved by the HC Students' Council. All
approvals will be so noted on the posting.

K. This policy may be updated at any time at the discretion of the Students' Council
President(s). It must however be reviewed by Students' Council every 2 years.

Smoking Policy 
The College has adopted a policy governing smoking to protect the rights of

individuals who do not wish to be exposed to the dangers of passive smoke inhalation.
All non-residential buildings have been designated SMOKE-FREE AREAS. (If it isn't a
dorm, you are not allowed to smoke there)

Students' Council has determined that smoking in dorms should be permitted,
but only if none of the residents nearby had a problem with your smoke. Second-hand
smoke can travel beyond the boundaries of an individual single, double, apartment, suite
or hall group. Students who smoke in their rooms are posing a serious health risk and
possibly an unpleasant living condition for those who reside near them, both inside and
outside their own immediate living unit.

It is a PRIVILEGE to smoke to smoke in the dorms, and as such, the smoker
should be respectful of others rights to a smoke free living space. If the smoker is
confronted, he or she is expected to communicate with nearby housing residents to
determine a compromise regarding the issue. However, if, for any reason, no
compromise can be reached, the smoker may not smoke in the dormitory. It is the
responsibility of the smoker, under the Social Honor Code, to find other outlets for his or
her smoking habit; the smoker should not have to be confronted again.

If it continues to be a problem, the non-smoker is encouraged to contact Robin
Doan, the Housing Committee, or an Honor Council member to determine further
action.
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